
ANGRY WHITE MALE
TERROR IN US MORE
DEADLY THAN JIHAD
SINCE 9/11
Remember back in 2009 when the Department of
Homeland Security warned (pdf) against the
growth of homegrown terror arising from right-
wing extremism? Remember how the howls of
protest from the same right-wing politicians who
dog-whistle the right-wing extremists into
action were so loud that DHS took the report off
its website and even disbanded the research unit
that produced the report? Here’s Daryl Johnson,
who headed the group at DHS that produced the
report, talking in 2011:

When the right-wing report was leaked
and people politicized it, my management
got scared and thought DHS would be
scaled back. It created an environment
where my analysts and I couldn’t get our
work done. DHS stopped all of our work
and instituted restrictive policies.
Eventually, they ended up gutting my
unit. All of this happened within six to
nine months after the furor over the
report. Analysts then began leaving DHS.
One analyst went to ICE [U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement],
another to the FBI, a third went to the
U.S. Marshals, and so on. There is just
one person there today who is still a
“domestic terrorism” analyst.

Since our report was leaked, DHS has not
released a single report of its own on
this topic. Not anything dealing with
non-Islamic domestic extremism—whether
it’s anti-abortion extremists, white
supremacists, “sovereign citizens,” eco-
terrorists, the whole gamut.
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Finally, in February of this year, DHS finally
got around to mentioning the right-wing terror
threat again:

A new intelligence assessment,
circulated by the Department of Homeland
Security this month and reviewed by CNN,
focuses on the domestic terror threat
from right-wing sovereign citizen
extremists and comes as the Obama
administration holds a White House
conference to focus efforts to fight
violent extremism.

Some federal and local law enforcement
groups view the domestic terror threat
from sovereign citizen groups as equal
to — and in some cases greater than —
the threat from foreign Islamic terror
groups, such as ISIS, that garner more
public attention.

The Homeland Security report, produced
in coordination with the FBI, counts 24
violent sovereign citizen-related
attacks across the U.S. since 2010.

In a jaw-dropping revelation, the CNN article on
the report goes on to note that there may be as
many as 300,000 adherents to the sovereign
citizen extremist movement.

But it’s the white supremacists who now are in
the spotlight thanks to the racist terrorism in
Charleston last week. And the New York Times is
driving that point home by citing a New America
analysis of terror attacks in the US since 9/11:

In the 14 years since Al Qaeda carried
out attacks on New York and the
Pentagon, extremists have regularly
executed smaller lethal assaults in the
United States, explaining their motives
in online manifestoes or social media
rants.

But the breakdown of extremist
ideologies behind those attacks may come
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as a surprise. Since Sept. 11, 2001,
nearly twice as many people have been
killed by white supremacists,
antigovernment fanatics and other non-
Muslim extremists than by radical
Muslims: 48 have been killed by
extremists who are not Muslim, compared
with 26 by self-proclaimed jihadists,
according to a count by New America, a
Washington research center.

The slaying of nine African-Americans in
a Charleston, S.C., church last week,
with an avowed white supremacist charged
with their murders, was a particularly
savage case. But it is only the latest
in a string of lethal attacks by people
espousing racial hatred, hostility to
government and theories such as those of
the “sovereign citizen” movement, which
denies the legitimacy of most statutory
law. The assaults have taken the lives
of police officers, members of racial or
religious minorities and random
civilians.

When we go to the New America analysis, we see
that half of the deaths from attacks termed
jihadist came in a single attack, the one at
Fort Hood. There are only seven entries on the
list of jihadist attacks since 9/11. On the
other hand, there are 19 entries on the right-
wing attack list (and the biggest of those, the
Oklahoma City bombing, was pre-9/11 and so is
excluded from the list).

Despite the trillions spent and lives lost in
fighting jihadists “over there” so that we won’t
have to fight them here, the homegrown threat
from angry white males is still stronger than
the threat from jihadists inside the country.
Just imagine the howls, though, should an extra
300,000 names of sovereign citizen adherents get
added to the the Terrorist Screening Database.
Meanwhile, panic buying of Confederate flags and
guns continues. Angry white males are getting
even angrier as they squirm under the spotlight.
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